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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
Tu e s d a y

Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

March 4, 2003 — Issue 70

300 gather in UC to support education funding Economic
Speakers call for
taxes to soften
budget shortfall
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

The message of Saturday’s
rally for education was simple:
If the state does not introduce
new taxes to increase revenue,
Montana’s education system
will suffer severe consequences.

The rally in the Copper
Commons, which drew more
than 300 teachers and their
supporters from around the
state, gave many the chance to
protest Gov. Judy Martz’s proposed budget for the next biennium, which they see as
pulling the plug on schools.
Paul Haber, a University of
Montana political science professor and lobbyist for the
Montana Education

Association and Montana
Federation of Teachers, said
that Martz’s budget, which
relies on tax cuts and borrowing $93 million from the coal
tax trust fund, will cut the
University System by $40 million and the K-12 budget by
$30 million.
“That $30 million belongs to
our kids, and we need to get it
back,” Haber said to a crowd
that erupted in applause.

“We need adequate funding
for our schools.”
Republicans find the message of the rally, one of nine
throughout the state, just as
simple to refute. On Saturday,
Gov. Martz renewed her vow
to not raise taxes.
In a telephone interview on
Monday, House Speaker Doug
Mood, R-Seeley Lake, held fast

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Susanna Myer, an employee at the Mansfiled Library, takes a stroll across campus Monday afternoon. Myer used her umbrella to reduce the
crosswinds which reached 21mph and brought the windchill down to 11 degrees.

Student dies in wreck near Kalispell
Jared Ritz
An 18-year-old University of Montana
student, whom friends remember as an avid
dancer and as someone who was always
smiling, was killed in a car wreck near
Kalispell early Saturday.
Lindsey Elgas, a freshman majoring in
pre-psychology, was driving north on
Highway 35 when her car hit some ice, rolled
over several times and ejected her, Montana
Highway Patrol officer Roy Christensen said
Monday.
The Flathead County Sheriff’s
Department received a call from a motorist
at the crash site at 1:59 a.m., about 7.5 miles
east of Kalispell. Sheriff’s deputies, fire
department personnel and medical personnel
arrived at the scene with two highway patrol
officers shortly afterward.
Christensen said Elgas was possibly driving
the ’96 Chevy Blazer too fast for the icy conditions when she came upon the turn where she

wrecked. Elgas was ejected from the driver’s
side window, Christensen said.
Mike Meehan, Flathead County deputy
coroner, who was at the scene, told the
Kaimin Monday that Elgas was pronounced
dead by ambulance attendants at 2:16 a.m.
Meehan said she died from internal injuries
resulting from the ejection.
Elgas was not wearing her seatbelt,
Christensen said.
Christensen said Elgas had two passengers with her. The front passenger was wearing a seatbelt, but the back passenger wasn’t, he said. Neither was injured.
“They got some cuts and bruises, but they
weren’t even transported (to the hospital),”
he said. “They walked away.”
April Collins, a sophomore who is also
studying psychology, was a good friend of
Elgas’ and her older sister, Leah. Collins said
Elgas was driving a friend’s Blazer to take
some peers home that night. She was the
designated driver, Collins said, a role Elgas

Lindsey Elgas

See Elgas, Page 12

Market turmoil
results in 15 percent
decline in funds
Natalie Storey

See Education, Page 12

Walloping Winds

Montana Kaimin

gloom saps
scholarships

Montana Kaimin

Most programs on campus
will experience a 15 percent
reduction in funds available
for scholarships due to prolonged unfavorable market
conditions. The award
amounts of some scholarships
will have to be reduced, and
some departments might have
fewer scholarships available,
said Ted Delaney, vice president for operations at the UM
Foundation and Office of
Development.
Money for scholarships is
generated by the interest
earned from endowed funds,
Delaney said.
“There are so many external factors that affect us that
we just can’t control, like
scandals and Iraq,” Delaney
said.
But he said he believes
markets will be kinder to
endowed funds in the near
future.
“We lost less money than
most,” he said. “I don’t think
this has been a banner year,
but I do believe we have
reached the bottom of this
thing, and we will start to
slowly climb out.”
However, Delaney said the
total dollar amount available
for scholarships next year will
be about the same because he
expects the UM Foundation
will receive between $4 to $6
million in donations this year.
This year Delaney expects the
total pool of endowed funds
managed by the Foundation to
be worth about $72 million.
In 2002 the Foundation’s
total pool of endowed funds
was worth about $68 million
after it had received $4.5 million in donations, Delaney
said. Comparatively, in 2001
the total pool was worth $71
million after $9 million in
donations.
Most schools and colleges
on campus have begun to
assess the effects of a 15 percent reduction in funds available for scholarships created

See Foundation, Page 12
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O PINION
Guest Column

Editorial

Questioning government
is American as apple pie
It should probably go without saying that healthy debate
and the questioning of government are fundamental principles
that the United States was founded upon.
Our founding fathers believed the government could go out
of control with power if it wasn’t checked regularly by the people.
But hold the phone; some people think it’s about time we all
shut up about things. After all, we’re going to war, so what better time to let the government’s power go unchecked?
During his Feb. 26 broadcast on the Fox News Channel, Bill
O’Reilly outlined his ideas about free and healthy debate to his
audience.
“Once the war against Saddam Hussein begins, we expect
every American to support our military, and if you can’t do
that, just shut up,” he said. “Americans, and, indeed, our foreign allies who actively work against our military, once the war
is under way, will be considered enemies of the state by me.”
O’Reilly later said he would publicly spotlight anybody who
dissented with this point of view.
These threats and forms of intimidation are as weak and
pathetic as any statement yet uttered in support of the war. It’s
as if O’Reilly knows that war with Iraq is 100 percent just and
good, and it doesn’t even need to be scrutinized through debate.
O’Reilly says he believes Americans should throw unilateral
support behind their troops, and patriotism should trump questions during times of war.
By no means should we not support the men and women
who serve in the U.S. armed forces. However, there is a great
difference between supporting our troops and questioning why
we are sending them off to die. Any time that a person may die
serving this country, we should be asking questions.
Some of us believe the mere presence of troops in Iraq will
flare simmering tensions between al-Qaida and the United
States. And is there a better way than war to create a whole
new breed of young, pissed off idealists who are easily susceptible to the brainwashing of terror groups?
No, hush. That doesn’t quite fit with the war plan the Bush
administration seems to have set in stone. How dare we raise
points like that, when it’s unpatriotic to do so?
Where was Bill O’Reilly when American troops were sent to
Kosovo and Bosnia? Ha! Wastes of American resources, those
were. Those were the days when anything Bill Clinton did was
wrong. Where was the blind and unquestioning support for the
government then?
It seems as though O’Reilly and the others who believe his
words would love to silence any opinion that doesn’t fit with the
warmongers’ political ideology.
But it would be a horrible loss if somebody died fighting for
something nobody asked questions about. True patriotism
would work hard to prevent needless American deaths.
— Chris Rodkey
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War protests: Intelligent or fashionable ?
her college history book, if not reading the
chapters.
Column by
But the impending war in Iraq is the main
Andrew Beckner
course, and they’re ready to take a place at the
dinner table.
Take, for instance, the graffiti you’ve proba(U-WIRE) MORGANTOWN, W.Va. — Shh
bly seen around campus. Someone is defacing
... I want to tell you a little secret. Don’t tell
property with spray paint saying, “No War.”
anyone, though. It might make me a social
These are the people I’m talking about.
pariah around campus or, even worse, my
Because without a war, those messages would
work place.
be seen for what they really are — a petty
Here it is: Many of the anti-war protesters
crime perpetrated by hoodlums.
out there want us to go to war in Iraq.
The fashion-conscious, anti-war protesters
But how can that be? Aren’t they loading up
aren’t confined to classrooms and coffee houses,
the VW van right now with nothing but their
however. Celebrities, those omniscient comaltruistic drive and heading to D.C. with the
mentators of cultural values, are getting into
hopes of preventing massive bloodshed, the
the act as well.
breakdown of the Western alliance system and
Now, there are some celebrities who have a
a general wailing and gnashing of teeth?
history of political activism. People like Susan
Maybe. To be fair, there are a
Sarandon and Bono, I can
But there is a large
lot of patriotic Americans out
contingent of people out understand — if not necessarily
there who truly are opposed to
there — including many on condone — their use of a certain
the apparent unilateral actions
this campus — for whom amount of celebrity clout to
of the Bush administration.
effect a change they feel needs to
These people are exercising one political protest is a fashion be made.
statement.
of our fundamental freedoms,
But when guys like Fred
and for that I applaud their
Durst get on their soapbox and
efforts.
rant about the evils of war, well, I take their
But there is a large contingent of people out
ruminations with something bordering conthere — including many on this campus — for
tempt. Do us all a favor, Mr. Durst, and go back
which political protest is a fashion statement.
to talking about “nookie” while leaving political
These people are itching for war. They’re
decision-making to the experts.
more war hungry than Paul Wolfowitz after a
Not that I am an expert. And that’s the
marathon film session featuring “Tora! Tora!
point, isn’t it? Who am I to decide if the actions
Tora!,” John Wayne movies and “Saving Private of my government are irresponsible?
Ryan.”
I am against the war, and I didn’t vote for
Dennis Miller, writing in a book called
George W. Bush. I think pulling out of the
“Ranting Again,” said people of his generation
ABM treaty and the Kyoto Accords goes
make the ’60s and ’70s sound like a time when
against common sense. But my knowledge of
college students put together Woodstock when
international affairs is limited to political scithey weren’t ending an unjust war or bringing
ence classes and what I read in the papers.
down corrupt presidents.
Thus, in the cosmic sense, any opinion I have
Many of today’s anti-war college students
about these important matters probably means
have this rosy picture of the Vietnam era. Now
nil.
they view this as their chance to relive what
So I resolve, here and now, to educate myself
they see on MTV documentaries about Haightmore fully on the American government’s
Ashbury or Greenwich Village during the
actions toward Iraq and to get a clearer picture
height of flower power.
of what war in that country would entail. I
These kids got an appetizer a few years ago
encourage others to do the same. Our opinions
during the World Trade Organization protests
might change.
in Seattle. Here were middle- and upper-class
Don’t rely on the positions your parents
kids with their parents’ MasterCard in their
took. Don’t seek the advice of celebrities whose
wallet and Tommy Hilfiger polo shirts protestopinions are at best questionable. Form your
ing against ... well, who knows? For instance, a
own opinion and speak out on it.
picture in Time’s coverage of the WTO protests
And, most of all, don’t openly criticize your
a few years ago showed a young girl — probagovernment for planning a war when you
bly around 17 or 18 years old — placing a daisy secretly hope it happens.
in the barrel of a policeman’s riot gun. At least
Because, as everyone knows, don’t protests
you know she’s been looking at the pictures in
seem like a bitchin’ time?
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Israeli troops arrest Hamas founder in raid Author to
speak about
wilderness

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
troops arrested reclusive Hamas
ideologue Mohammed Taha on
Monday in a deadly raid, signaling a change in Israeli strategy
that until now had not targeted
the Islamic militant group’s leadership.
Backed by attack helicopters
and tanks, troops blew up Taha’s
home and three others in the
Bureij refugee camp in the Gaza
Strip. Eight people died in the
raid, and besides the 65-year-old
Hamas co-founder, his five sons
— all Hamas activists — were
arrested.
The arrests, part of a twoweek-old offensive in Gaza,
marked the first attack on a
Hamas leader since the latest
Israel-Palestinian conflict erupted in September 2000. Israel had
focused its efforts on rank-andfile militants and on the security
forces of the Palestinian
Authority itself.
The shift comes as Israel’s
new hard-line government,
sworn in last week, promised
more crippling blows to militant

Islamic groups and as global
attention turns toward U.S.
action in Iraq.
In Washington, State
Department spokesman Richard
Boucher criticized Israeli demolitions of Palestinian homes.
“We’ve been very clear about
our policy regarding the practice
of demolitions,” he said.
“Demolition of civilian structures
deprives Palestinians of shelter
and the ability to peacefully earn
a livelihood.
“It exacerbates the humanitarian situation inside the
Palestinian areas and makes
more difficult the critical challenge of bringing about an end to
violence and the restoration of
calm.”
Palestinians see Israel’s offensive as an effort to deal Hamas a
fatal blow before a U.S.-led war
against Saddam Hussein; afterward, Israel might be constrained by U.S. pressure to
compensate the Arab world by
reining in the Jewish state.
“This escalation is clearly
ahead of the likely war with

Iraq,” said Palestinian
Information Minister Yasser
Abed Rabbo. “We believe the aim
of the attacks is to create conditions on the ground before the
war in the region in order to
destroy more of the foundations
of the Palestinian Authority.”
In Israel, some predict a
domino effect in which the
ouster of Saddam would enable
the replacement of Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat. Others dismiss that. And, officially, Israel
says the looming war has nothing to do with its offensive in the
crowded, impoverished seaside
Gaza Strip.
“The Palestinian issue will
always stand alone,” said Uzi
Dayan, a retired general and former head of Israel’s National
Security Council.
Still, it remained to be seen
whether taking Hamas leaders
out of the picture will halt terror
attacks in Israel.
Advocates of the military
strikes say a lull in suicide
attacks, the last was Jan. 5, is
the result of Israel’s relentless

Paleontologist Paul Sereno has encountered some
of the weirdest creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some of the scariest
things he’s discovered aren’t likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say,
mutual fund management fees will probably outlast us all. That’s why Dr. Sereno

was afraid of getting eaten alive. So he turned
to a company famous for keeping the costs down. That meant more money for
him and less for the monsters.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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Paul Sereno became a participant in 1987. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc., and Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc., distribute securities products. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. For more complete information on TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds, please
call (800) 223-1200 for a prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest. A charitable donation was made to Project
Exploration (www.projectexploration.org) on behalf of Paul Sereno.

military pressure. Others note
that in the past, Israeli strikes
against militant groups have
sometimes served to end periods
of relative calm.
“I have not yet seen a Hamas
leader who is irreplaceable,” said
Shlomo Gazit of Tel Aviv
University’s Jaffee Center for
Strategic Studies.
And Hamas spokesman Abdel
Aziz Rantisi warned, “Israel will
pay a high price for its crimes.”
Underscoring his point, and
perhaps the limited success of
Israel’s military moves,
Palestinians in Gaza on Monday
managed to fire three homemade
Qassam rockets at the Israeli
town of Sderot, less than a mile
from the Gaza border. There
were no injuries.
Since its founding in 1987,
Hamas has killed hundreds of
Israelis in shootings and suicide
bombings. The group started
with Mohammed Taha, spiritual
leader Sheik Ahmed Yassin and
three other clerics. Yassin, a
quadriplegic, was elected Hamas
chief, while Taha and the others
formed an advisory council.
The group established a
structure in which the political
leadership inspired but was not
thought to directly control the
“military wing,” which carried
out attacks. Hamas’ maintained
a political leadership abroad
which at times was seen as taking a harder line than the Gazabased leaders.
Taha, who has persistently
declined to give interviews, fled
Israel with his family in 1948
and settled in the Bureij camp.
He preached at a mosque at
Gaza City’s Islamic University
and at his local mosque. His
influence gradually spread to the
West Bank.
The Israeli military says Taha
orchestrated and planned dozens
of attacks in which Israelis were
killed.
“I am happy to say he is in
our hands,” said Israeli army
spokeswoman Capt. Sharon
Feingold.
Soldiers surrounded Taha’s
house before daybreak Monday,
coming under attack from house
occupants who tossed hand
grenades at the troops. Soldiers
returned fire, wounding Taha
and his son, Ayman, assistant of
Mohammed Deif, the top Hamas
bomb maker and the No. 1 man
on Israel’s wanted list.
Fighting after the arrests
killed eight people. Doctors said
five were gunmen and three
were civilians, two boys, ages 14
and 16, and a 33-year-old
woman who was nine months
pregnant.
The woman died when her
house collapsed on her during
the demolition of a nearby building, doctors and her family said.
Six other relatives were injured,
including the woman’s husband
and two of her sons.
At funerals Monday, hundreds of mourners fired guns
into the air and shouted,
“Revenge! Resistance will continue!”
The Gaza raids began two
weeks ago after Hamas blew up
an Israeli tank on Feb. 16,
killing its four-men crew. Since
then, 44 Palestinians — including Hamas gunmen and at least
eight civilians — have been
killed in 14 raids.

Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

Those who started the
movement to protect wilderness areas in the United States
were less concerned with protecting land and more worried
about lessening the impact of
car owners seeking recreation
in wild areas, author Paul
Sutter says.
Sutter, who wrote “Driven
Wild: How the Fight Against
Automobiles Launched the
Modern Wilderness
Movement,” will speak
Tuesday in the Gallagher
Building, Room 122 at 7 p.m.
His lecture, “Driven Wild:
The Automobile and the
Origins of Wilderness
Advocacy,” is co-sponsored by
the Wilderness Institute and
the University of Montana history department.
Sutter earned his Ph.D in
history from the University of
Kansas and is an assistant
professor of history at the
University of Georgia.
He will discuss the roots of
the modern wilderness movement and argue how advocacy
for wilderness preservation
was spurred by road building,
the proliferation of the automobile, and the mechanization
and commercialization of outdoor recreation, said wilderness instructor Nicky Phear.
This topic can help answer
questions about motorized
access, which has become a
central issue in managing the
nation’s public lands, Sutter
said.
“In the last decade or so,
managers and advocates of and
for public lands have been confronted with a whole new set of
challenges concerning motor
vehicles and the use of (offroad vehicles) in places like
Yellowstone, as well as debates
on limiting the number of
motor vehicles that can travel
in national parks like Yosemite
and the Grand Canyon,” Sutter
said. “These parallel those
sorts of concerns that were
seen a quarter of a century
ago.”
The lecture will be informative to those who wish to know
the history of wilderness advocacy as well as its future,
Phear said.
“In a time when there is
proliferation of motorized
recreation on our roadless
lands, it is important to reconsider the intentions of these
early wilderness advocates,”
she said.
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N EWS
World Briefs
Off the wire
Bogota, Colombia

Rebel group says it will negotiate
with Colombia, but not the U.S.
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Colombia’s largest rebel
group said Monday it would negotiate with Colombia but
not with the United States for the release of three
Americans captured after their plane crashed.
The three were seized Feb. 13. A fourth American and
a Colombian army sergeant on the plane were killed
near the crash site. The four Americans were working
for California Microwave Systems, a division of
Northrop Grumman, which has a contract to work for
the Pentagon in Colombia.
The United States has said that it had no intentions
of negotiating with the rebel group, the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, which is on the
State Department’s list of terrorist organizations.
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said President
Bush began his day with a phone call to Colombian
President Alvaro Uribe.
“They both expressed concern about the United States
citizens that have been taken hostage by FARC and the
need for continued close cooperation to get them
released,” Fleischer said.
The FARC on Monday reiterated its warning that the
Americans’ lives were being endangered by Colombian
military operations in the area where they were taken.
The warning was posted on its Internet page.
The FARC, in an earlier communique, accused the
Americans of being CIA employees. Calling them prisoners of war, the FARC said they would only be released if
the Colombian government agreed to free hundreds of
jailed rebels.
The rebels said Monday that they will only negotiate
with the Colombian government, noting there are no
FARC rebels in U.S. jails.
“The causes and consequences of the internal conflict
of our country will be resolved between Colombians,” the
statement said.

•San Juan, Puerto Rico

Twenty Guantanamo prisoners
moved into medium-security prison
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — The U.S. military
has moved 20 terror suspects at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
into a new medium-security prison block, an American
official said Monday.
The detainees were moved over the weekend to Camp
4 from an adjacent high-security prison where they were
held in individual cells, said Lt. Col. Barry Johnson, a
military spokesman.
He said the new camp, which is still under construction, offers rewards for cooperative prisoners including
dormitories for communal living, more books and additional showers and recreation time. Currently, those in
the high-security prison may exercise twice a week for
15 minutes.
There are about 650 detainees from more than 40
countries at the U.S. naval base in eastern Cuba. All are
accused of having links to Afghanistan’s fallen Taliban
regime or the al-Qaida terrorist network, though none
have been formally charged.
Those moved to the medium-security camp are “likely
candidates” for “eventual release,” Johnson said.
It’s unclear when they might be freed.
The indefinite detention without charge or access to
lawyers has depressed many prisoners; 16 have tried to
commit suicide.
During the weekend, one of the 16 tried to kill himself again, Johnson said.
“The guards on hand immediately intervened and prevented any serious injury from occurring,” he said.
Another man who tried to hang himself on Jan. 16
remains hospitalized in stable condition.
The prisoners’ only contact with relatives has been
through notes censored by the military and delivered by
the Red Cross.
The military said it is offering detainees rewards for
good behavior and cooperation with interrogators. Aside
from the possibility of being moved to the new camp,
privileges include chewing gum, extra religious books
and peanut butter and jelly, officials said.

Iraq destroys missiles as pressure mounts
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq
crushed missiles, sliced casting
chambers, unearthed bombs and
sent scientists to talk with U.N.
weapons inspectors Monday, all
in a desperate effort to prove it
is disarming before a crucial
U.N. report at the end of the
week.
France, Russia and China
urged Iraq to meet every U.N.
demand in hopes of staving off
war, but the United States —
which might wage war even
without U.N. authorization —
said the actions were too little,
too late.
“Iraq is not cooperating,”
White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer said Monday. “Despite
whatever limited head-fakes
Iraq has engaged in, they continue to fundamentally not disarm.”
U.S. officials said a vote on a
new U.N. resolution authorizing
force would likely come next
week, after chief weapons
inspectors Hans Blix and
Mohamed ElBaradei address the
Security Council on Friday.
The U.S.-led military mobilization entered a critical stage
Monday, with B-52 bombers
landing in Britain and soldiers
from the 101st Airborne Division
setting up camp in Kuwait.
But the Turkish government
showed no signs Monday that it
would quickly ask parliament to
reverse its refusal to allow in
more than 60,000 U.S. troops
ahead of an Iraq war.
Washington’s hopes for a
Turkish-based northern front
were dealt a blow when the parliament narrowly rejected a
motion to grant the U.S. request.
Defense officials and analysts
say American troops could seize

Baghdad without a northern
front, but at higher risk and
with more difficulty.
As U.S. generals commanding
about 225,000 troops in the
region declare themselves ready
to attack Iraq, weapons inspectors are suddenly receiving Iraqi
cooperation on a swarm of issues
that have dogged them for
months.
Iraq met a Saturday deadline
to begin destroying its Al
Samoud 2 missile system,
banned because its range may
be slightly greater than allowed.
It is slicing up banned casting
chambers used to make another
missile, the Al Fatah.
Workers have unearthed
buried bombs they say are
loaded with anthrax, aflatoxin
and botulin toxin, and inspectors
are analyzing the contents. Iraq
is readying a letter to the United
Nations that proposes verfication that it has gotten rid of
anthrax and deadly VX nerve
agent.
Even Iraqi scientists who
helped make missiles and chemical and biological weapons of
mass destruction have begun to
give private interviews to inspectors, something all but three had
refused to do since December.
Another scientist was interviewed on Monday, the fourth in
as many days. The United
Nations has asked to speak to
more than 30 scientists since
December.
Clearly Iraq is appealing to
members of the U.N. Security
Council, who are considering a
draft resolution by the United
States, Britain and Spain that
would declare Iraq to be evading
inspections, a step that would
likely lead to war.

“The best time to press a
point is when you have a meeting of the Security Council coming up,” said Blix’s deputy,
Demetrius Perricos.
The United States expects a
vote on its resolution “quite
soon” after the chief inspectors
report to the council on Friday,
U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte said Monday.
“All indications are that the
vote would be next week,” a U.S.
official said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
France, Russia and China,
three of the five veto-holding
members of the council, all
pushed for more inspections
instead of war.
“But Iraq must cooperate
more, more actively,” French
President Jacques Chirac said
Monday in Algeria. “Together
and in peace, we must keep
strong pressure on it to attain
the objective we have set: the
elimination of weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq.”
But the new cooperation
appears to be having little influence on the audience that in the
end will mean the most — the
White House.
After months of stressing disarmament, President Bush now
speaks more frequently of
“regime change,” saying that for
Iraq to avoid war, Saddam
Hussein will have to go — something few Iraqis can even imagine.
In a sense, the war has
already begun. U.S. warplanes
enforcing no fly zones in northern and southern Iraq have
become much more aggressive in
recent days, and have begun to
go beyond their traditional targets of anti-aircraft weapons.

Spring Organization Sale!
501 South Higgins
721-4796
www.fourrivers.net

25% OFF ALL BOAT BAGS,
VESTS AND FOUL WEATHER
GEAR
SPRING’S COMING, BE PREPARED!
Show Your Griz Card To Get These Savings
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Math department logo contest offers $100

National Briefs
Off the wire

Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

Calling all drawers, doodlers, painters and designers.
The University of Montana’s
math department is offering a
$100 cash prize to the person
who wins a contest for creating a department logo.
“Anyone is invited to create
a logo,” said Mark Kayll, assistant chairman of the math
department. “We are looking
for an obvious visual image
that connects with mathematics or UM.”
The contest will end March
14, so the winning logo can be
unveiled during Math
Awareness Month in April,

Kayll said.
A committee from the math
department will pick the winning logo. Those who wish to
submit a logo can enter their
proposed logo along with a
short description of why the
image suits the math department, Kayll said.
Kayll came up with the idea
for the logo after he noticed
that math departments at
other schools have individualized logos, he said. Also, other
departments at UM have their
own logos.
“I thought if they can do it,
we could do it to. And why
not?” he said. “So then it was
turned into a contest.”
The winning logo will be

placed on the Department of
Mathematical Sciences homepage, which is located on the
University of Montana main
Web site. It will also appear on
business cards and letterhead
from the department and anywhere else a graphic presence
is needed, Kayll said.
Kayll said students should
not worry if they are not artistic enough to create the logo,
because the winning logo will
be polished up with the help of
an artist before it is unveiled.
Logos can be sent to:
Logo Contest
Department of
Mathematical Sciences
University of Montana
Missoula, Mt, 59812

U.S. expects vote on resolution soon
UNITED NATIONS (AP)—A
vote on a new U.N. resolution
authorizing force against Iraq
will likely come next week, after
the chief weapons inspectors
address the deeply divided
Security Council, U.S. officials
said Monday.
U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte said the United
States expects a vote on its resolution “quite soon” after Hans
Blix and Mohamed ElBaradei
update the council Friday on
Iraq’s cooperation in eliminating
its nuclear, chemical, biological
and long-range missile programs.
“Our view is that we don’t
need to debate this very simple
and straightforward resolution,”
the U.S. envoy said after discussing the date for the inspectors’ briefing with Guinea’s U.N.
ambassador, the council president for March. “We would
expect a vote quite soon thereafter.”
A U.S. official said “there is
no current plan to vote” immediately after Friday’s report. “All
indications are that the vote
would be next week,” the official
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The sponsors of the resolution
the United States, Britain and
Spain, are allowed to call for a
vote at any time.
The resolution declares that
Saddam Hussein has missed
“the final opportunity” to disarm
peacefully and indicates he must

now face the consequences, an
assessment that France, Russia,
China and Germany reject.
Those four council nations, all
but Germany with veto power,
contend that inspections should
be strengthened. France, Russia
and China called Monday for
Iraq to comply fully with the
demands of U.N. weapons
inspectors to avoid war.
The United States still doesn’t have the nine “yes” votes
needed to adopt the resolution,
according to supporters and
opponents of the measure. And
even if it gets the nine votes,
France and Russia have not
ruled out using their vetoes.
China is considered unlikely to
veto the measure though it could
abstain.
But diplomats said the
United States is refusing to compromise.
President Bush believes that
previous U.N. resolutions
already give the United States
authority to attack Iraq. If the
council rejects the U.S.-backed
draft, Bush has said he is prepared to fight with a coalition of
willing nations.
“We’re not backing away from
our desire to see the council
make a decision on whether or
not the Iraqis have taken advantage of their final opportunity,” a
U.S. official said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The rival camps have been
engaged in intensive lobbying,
focused especially on the half

dozen council nations who are
considered swing votes Angola,
Cameroon, Chile, Guinea,
Mexico and Pakistan.
“Every single day we are in
touch with every single Security
Council member, either in capitals or in New York,” the U.S.
official said.
While the United States set
out its time frame, the 10 temporary council nations, including
all the undecided votes, scheduled a meeting with Canada’s
U.N. Ambassador Paul
Heinbecker to discuss a compromise that his country proposed.
The proposal suggests that
Iraq be given until the end of
March to complete a list of key
remaining disarmament tasks
identified by the inspectors. The
council would then be asked to
vote on whether Iraq was complying with its U.N. obligations,
diplomats said.
Meanwhile, Iraq was moving
ahead with the destruction of its
Al Samoud 2 missiles, a move
welcomed by Russia, France,
and Mexico as evidence that
inspections are working.
Mexico’s U.N. ambassador
Adolfo Zinser called it “very good
news.”
“It shows that they (the
Iraqis) can do something when
they’re asked, but their job is to
do more than just obey the
inspectors,” said Britain’s U.N.
Ambassador Jeremy Greenstock.
“Their job is to yield up to the
inspectors what they have.”

• Denver, Colorado

Skiing collision in Colorado
results in death and arrest
DENVER (AP)—For the second time this season, the collision
of two snowriders has resulted in a death on the slopes of the
nation’s busiest ski state.
A British skier has been arrested on suspicion of first-degree
assault and reckless endangerment after deputies were told that
he slammed into Richard Henrichs, 56, of Naperville, Ill., on
Sunday afternoon at Breckenridge. Henrichs then skied into a
tree and died of head injuries at a Denver area hospital.
District Attorney Mark Hurlbert said Monday he was still
studying the case and hadn’t decided yet whether charges are
warranted.
The British skier was identified as Robert Wills, 31. He was
being held on $15,000 bond. Officials at the British Consulate in
Houston said they were helping Wills arrange his release but did
not know his home town.
Jill Berman of the Summit County Sheriff’s Department said
the victim’s son told deputies that Wills hit his father. She said
investigators hadn’t determined whether speed was an issue.
“It is unclear at this point who had the right of way on the
hill,” said Berman. Skiers or snowboarders are required by
Colorado law to avoid hitting people skiing or snowboarding in
front of or below them.
Breckenridge is owned by Vail Resorts, which cracked down on
reckless skiing in 1999 after six deaths during a short period at
its four Colorado resorts. Two died in a collision in Breckenridge
when a 16-year-old teen ski racer hit a 60-year-old art dealer who
was on a snowboard.

• Butte, Montana

Butte man dies south of Ennis
in weekend snowmobile accident
BUTTE, Mont(AP) — A Butte man was killed in a snowmobile crash over the weekend in the southern portion of
the Gravelly Mountains.
The deceased was Thomas Reopelle, 30.
Evan Andren, Madison County deputy coroner, said
Reopelle died at the scene, shortly after cresting a rise,
going airborne and shearing off a small tree before hitting a
larger tree head-on. He said the performance machine landed nose-down against the tree.
Andren estimated Reopelle probably was doing more than
30 mph.
The accident happened near Flat Iron Mountain Sunday
afternoon. The area is south of Ennis in the Beaverhead
National Forest.
Reopelle was accompanied by three other snowmobilers
from Butte and Anaconda, Andren said.

• Washington, D.C.

Bush confident in war on terrorism,
sites recent capture as evidence
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said Monday the capture of a top al-Qaida operative in Pakistan shows that America’s
war on terrorism is succeeding, and promised to pursue the terror network until it’s dismantled.
The president made his remarks in a 35-minute interview
with reporters from 14 newspapers from around the country. The
session was closed to other media, but some details surfaced
Monday night on Web sites of some of the publications.
“I told the American people that this is a different kind of war
against al-Qaida and that we’ll have to hunt them down one at a
time,” Bush said, according to The (Baltimore) Sun, one of the
papers that attended. “Over the weekend they saw what I
meant.”
Bush described Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, who was captured
over the weekend in Pakistan and is being held by U.S. officials,
as “al-Qaida’s senior general when it comes to plotting attacks on
America,” according the Sun’s account.
Bush also vowed to pursue the al-Qaida network until it “is
completely dismantled,” the Sun reported.
Bush told the reporters he called them in to “explain to people
why I make the decisions I make.”
According to the Sun, the president defended his tax cut plan
and said it would stimulate the economy and help pay for the
cost of a war with Iraq.
Asked about anti-war protesters, Bush said he was listening
to them.
“I care what they believe, and I’ve listened carefully” said
Bush, according to The State in Columbia, S.C., which had a
reporter present. “We just have a difference of opinion.”
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Supporters wave American flags over the Higgins Street Bridge during a troop rally in Caras Park on Sunday. Many activists attended to recognize troops here and overseas. Others came to voice their
pro-war stance.

Rally

FOR THE

troops

STORY BY JEFF WINDMUELLER
PHOTOS

BY

M

ADAM BYSTROM

ore than 500 people,
bound together by
the belief that a rally
in support of America’s troops
was long overdue, gathered in
Caras Park on Sunday.
“My son’s in Afghanistan, and
I’m tired of all these protests,”
said Barb Olds, whose son,
Chad, is part of an Army airborne unit.
The Support Our Troops rally
was “not anti-peace, not antiwar,” said Monte Turner of KECI
television, as he began the proceedings. “We’re here to support
our troops, bottom line.”
The event included a variety
of speakers, such as Montanans
who served in the armed forces,
local religious leaders and
University of Montana students.
Letters in support of U.S. troops
sent from Sen. Conrad Burns
and Rep. Dennis Rehberg were
read aloud at the rally.
Speakers stressed the need
for the crowd to pray that war
doesn’t become necessary. But
they also emphasized that if war
is declared, they need to support
the actions of America’s leaders
as well as their family members.
The speakers and the crowd
prayed together for their loved
ones overseas. At times, the
crowd also sang, and some were
moved enough to jump from
their chairs and raise their arms
in excitement.

The final speaker on Sunday
was the rally’s organizer, Brian
Wooden, a veteran from Desert
Storm. At the rally, Wooden
asked everyone to shout “U-S-A,
U-S-A,” like the crowd did during the “Miracle on Ice” game
when the U.S. Olympic hockey
team defeated the Soviet Union
in 1980. In an instant, the crowd
erupted with a cry that echoed
through the streets of downtown
Missoula.
Wooden said he can relate to
what the American troops overseas are going through.
“When you’re sitting in the
middle of the desert, spending 12
or 15 hours a day in a foxhole ...
there’s nothing to look forward to
except the letters and support
you get from home,” he told the
Kaimin.
During the rally the Rev.
William Old Chief of Browning
honored Wooden with an eagle’s
feather and pouch containing a
mixture of tobacco and sage, a
sign of courage, strength and
thanks.
Old Chief said American
Indians have participated in
every American war, including
both sides of the Civil War, even
before they were considered citizens.
Old Chief shouted with a
raised fist that when someone
threatens the freedom of his people “we will be the first to stand

Bonnie Donahue closes her eyes during a prayer at Sunday’s troop rally. The mother of a marine, Donahue brought a
photograph of her son, who is currently positioned in Okinawa, Japan.
show support for the troops nevUM students who attended the
up and say no way, no way.”
ertheless.”
rally, Tom Figarelle, president of
All of those headed to fight in
Edward Sperry, a retired Air
the Middle East, no matter what the College Republicans, spoke
Force colonel and leader of the
on behalf of the students.
race or creed, are more than just
local American Legion, was at
“College Republicans tried to
soldiers, they are warriors, Old
the rally and shared Figarelle’s
help put this together because
Chief said.
sentiment.
we thought a major point in this
“A warrior goes to fight for
“Today was very important,
issue was not being discussed,”
their country because they are
because a silent part of Missoula
he said after the ceremony. “We
protecting what is right,” he
has finally shown itself,” Sperry
hope, like everybody else, that
said.
said.
war is averted, but we need to
While there were only a few
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High court considers whether steep fund-raising fees are fraud
charity and its fund-raiser in the
Supreme Court case.
Charities say potential
donors would slam down the
receiver if told upfront that a
telemarketer would keep the
overwhelming share of any contribution. The fees and overhead
costs that telemarketers charge
simply are a cost of doing business, and there is an intangible
value in spreading a charity’s
message through fund drives,
charities contend.
“High fund-raising costs
alone, and the failure to disclose
those costs, are not fraud,”
lawyer Errol Copilevitz argued
for the fund-raising firm.
Charitable solicitation is protected under the First
Amendment, and the Supreme

Court has three times struck
down state or local laws intended to regulate how much charity
fund-raisers were paid or what
donors must be told about the
costs.
Illinois argued that free
speech claims and the high
court’s previous cases do not
apply when the telemarketer
charges so much and stretches
the truth besides. The state used
its ordinary anti-fraud law to
sue the fund-raiser, but lost
three rounds in state courts.
The Better Business Bureau’s
Wise Giving Alliance calculated
that VietNow spent 91 percent
of what it raised in 2001 for
fund raising, and spent only 3
percent on charitable programs.
“VietNow has one of the

worst, if not the worst, performances of the charities reviewed,”
the nonprofit alliance argued in
a friend-of-the-court brief.
Wise Giving’s standard is
that fund-raising and administrative costs should not exceed
35 percent of funds raised from
donors, unless the charity provides evidence that its use of a
greater percentage is reasonable.
Still, the justices seemed
reluctant to call the group’s fund
drive a fraud.
It may be easy to say that a
company that keeps 85 or 90
percent of money raised in a
charity’s name is out of bounds,
Justice David Souter said, but
what about a split of 60-40, or
65-35?

T UESDAYS O NLY
BUY A LARGE PIZZA
GET A SECOND PIZZA OF
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

FREE

721-7610
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 2 am

WALK, BIKE OR DRIVE

AND

Law
School
Stop

PARK FOR FREE!

Campus
Drive
Bus Stop
Arthur Ave.
Bus Stop

“Alternative Fueled
Transportation”

Park-N-Ride
is located at
the corner of
South Ave. &
S. Higgins Ave.

South
Campus
Stop
BECKWITH

ARTHUR AVE.

ally protected,” Illinois Assistant
Attorney General Richard
Huszagh told the justices.
His state wants to stop misleading sales pitches made by a
professional fund-raising firm in
the name of a Vietnam veterans’
charity called VietNow.
Telemarketing Associates Inc.
took in more than $8 million on
behalf of the veterans’ charity,
and pocketed 85 percent of the
money. Would-be donors allegedly were told their money would
go for food baskets, job training
and other services for needy veterans, with no mention of fundraising costs.
Better-known charities have
taken pains to distance themselves from VietNow and its
practices but still side with the

HIGGINS AVE.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
public should be protected from
telemarketers who shade the
truth about how much of your
contribution really goes to charity, government lawyers told the
U.S. Supreme Court.
The court heard arguments
Monday on what the government can do about charity fundraisers who take most of the
donations and turn over a small
percentage for good works.
Illinois, backed by 45 states
and the federal government,
says some such fund drives
amount to fraud. Telemarketers
and many large charities warn
that their pitches are protected
as free speech.
“We ask this court not to hold
that half-truths are constitution-

SOUTH AVE.
Dornblaser

Shuttle will run every 15 minutes
between 7:40 a.m. & 5:40 p.m.
For more info call 243-4599
or 243-6132

Souh Ave. Stop
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Friends of the Library Book Sale banks $500
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

“How much for the records
in the boxes?” asked Noah
Genger, holding up a gold
Vivaldi boxed set.
When he found out they
were a dollar apiece, the senior economics major came
back with an armload of
records, all classical. He spent
$5.
“They’re for my mom,” he
said.
Genger was one of the
many patrons who made a
stop in the Mansfield Library
foyer on Monday at the
Friends of the Library Book
Sale.
Profits from the all-day
book sale will be used by
Friends of the Library for various projects at the Mansfield
Library.
When the sale began at 8
a.m., board member and volunteer Howard Reinhardt said
a goal of $300 would make a
good day.
Just two hours into it, profits had already reached $200.
Reinhardt attributed the success to the location of the
hard-to-miss sale.

“We’re doing really well,”
Reinhardt said at 10 a.m.,
looking over a foyer full of
people slowly perusing the
goods. “We’ve seen a lot of
traffic through here this
morning, and we’re catching
quite a few people who didn’t
know about it but are stopping through.”
By 5 p.m., what was left of
the books and records was
consolidated into boxes set on
a table. Reinhardt estimated
that the sale gathered about
$500.
Friends of the Library had
been collecting the books and
LPs for about a year, and had
about 500 of each, Reinhardt
said. Most came from private
donations to the Mansfield
Library that weren’t wanted
or needed.
The books encompassed an
enormous array of subjects. A
glance across a row of books
caught titles such as “The Boy
Scout Handbook,” “The
Conscience of a Conservative”
and “The 1956 Farmer’s
Almanac.”
Hardback books cost $1
and paperbacks were 25 cents.
Regular LP’s cost 25 cents or
five for $1, and boxed sets

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Kari Donovan (left) flips through piles of records in the Mansfield Library foyer Monday afternoon. For only 25 cents a
record, Donovan purchased around two dozen saying they were a lot cheaper than CDs.

makes new friends — with a
lowercase ‘f ’ — for the library.
Reinhardt said he was very
pleased with the sale’s outcome.
“My motto is ‘new homes to

were $1 each.
Friends of the Library, a
40-year-old nonprofit organization, raises money for projects, purchases high-priority
items, sponsors contests and

old friends,’” he said. “We’re
very happy to have books go
to new places where they’ll be
read and used. The purpose is
as much that as making
money for the Friends.”

Second night of Carnival parading gets under way in Brazil
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(AP) — Glittering with sequins
and draped in feathers, dancers
kicked off Carnival celebrations
Monday night, the second and
final night of the bacchanalian
festival.
A brief thunder storm kicked
off celebrations as the Tradicao
samba group began parading in
the city’s massive
“Sambadrome” stadium with a
parade celebrating Brazil’s
unprecedented fifth World Cup
championship last year.
Each group of dancers has 80
minutes to parade down a onethird-mile long runway of the
Sambadrome stadium.
Bleachers on both sides of the

runway hold as many as 70,000
people.
“It’s great! I’ve never seen
anything like it. There’s just so
much energy,” said American
tourist Suzanne Styles.
The parade, which will run
past dawn is the centerpiece of
Brazil carnival celebrations and
is broadcast all across this
nation of 170 million people.
But major celebrations were
under way in other cities as
well.
The first night’s parading,

i

H E L P E D

S AV E

a

which began Sunday, ended only
after the sun came up over the
“Sambadrome.”
Police said at least three people were killed and 10 injured in
separate incidents Sunday,
despite the presence of 30,000
police and 3,000 army troops,
deployed after drug-related violence shut down businesses
across the city last week.
Among the injured was
American tourist James Carl
Smythers who was shot twice in
the left leg. Police, who did not
L I F E

T O D A Y.

i

G AV E

have a hometown for Smythers,
characterized his injuries as
minor and said he had been
treated and released from the
hospital.
The scattered violence did little to dampen the revelers’
enthusiasm.
The samba groups, most from
poor communities, have spent
much of the year preparing for
their moment of glory. Each
group features 4,000 or more
dancers, luxurious floats and
300-piece percussion sections.
P L A S M A

“We’re ready to go and we’re
going to win it again,” said a
worker who would only identify
himself as Antonio as he
sprayed gold paint on a Carnival
float for the Mangueira samba
group.
Mangueira was champion of
last year’s Carnival parade, a
distinction that brings little
more than bragging rights, and
hopes to win it again this year
with a parade that takes it’s
inspiration from the Ten
Commandments.

.

My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two

CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer in New England!

hours. Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people
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with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...
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it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,
I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its
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Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
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What are you doing this summer?

Natalie McKee. College Student
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Group believes roundabouts may solve Missoula’s traffic woes
Casey Trang
Montana Kaimin

It’s 8 a.m. at the intersection of Russell Street and
Third Avenue, and cars are
lined up in four different directions. The flow of traffic alternates with the changing of
each traffic light, and every
minute or so the line of cars
pokes forward, only to stop
and idle at the next intersection. The cycle continues
throughout the day on the
stretch of road between
Broadway and Mount Avenue.
One Missoula nonprofit
group thinks it may have an
alternative to traffic congestion at this intersection and on
other stretches of road in
Missoula.
“In most cases roundabouts
are a better option than a stop
light,” said Erich
Zimmermann, program director of the Missoula Institute
for Sustainable
Transportation.
Roundabouts are intersections that direct traffic in a
circular direction and are
alternatives to both traffic
lights and stop signs.
City engineers are currently
leaning toward building
roundabouts in various areas
of Missoula.
“If the city is looking to put

in a stop light, it is also considering a roundabout,” said
city engineer Steve King.
A roundabout is currently
planned for the Russell Street
and Third Avenue intersection, King said, but the intersection is not included in the
current city budget. It will
probably take five to 10 years
before the city actually builds
a roundabout there, he said.
“It’s more of a master plan
than an immediate project,”
King said.
Five other roundabouts are
also being considered for
stretches of road on Russell
Street and South Avenue, King
said.
Proponents of these circular
intersections, like MIST, say
roundabouts are safer, reduce
injuries, move traffic more
smoothly, improve air quality
and help conserve electricity.
MIST is hosting three community discussions about
roundabouts this week,
addressing common concerns
and misconceptions about
these intersections.
The meetings come at an
important time to inform the
public about roundabouts, as
the city is currently rewriting
its 20-year transportation
plan.
With the potential for building roundabouts in Missoula,

the city may join a nationwide
trend toward a more circular
layout of roadways, as opposed
to traditional linear designs.
More than 600 roundabouts
have been built in the United
States. The roundabout trend
is currently running rampant
in the Northwest. From
Washington to Colorado,
roundabouts are being considered as alternative solutions to
traffic problems.
More than 25 roundabouts
have been installed around the
Seattle, Wash., area in the
past five years, a region that
sees far more traffic than
Missoula.
Missoula officials have traveled out of the state to view
roundabouts and see how they
work. Last fall a group of city
engineers went to Golden,
Colo., to see the effect of
roundabouts firsthand.
“It’s pretty amazing about
how favorable the engineers
came back from that trip,” said
Bob Giordano, director of
MIST.
Optimism only continues to
rise as the city is seriously
considering the use of these
intersections in its streets.
“We actually are very interested in roundabouts,” King
said, “We’re very excited to see
these in action.”

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Missoula has a new traffic control device, a roundabout behind the Home
Depot off Reserve Street. The city is considering using more roundabouts in
future projects.

Talk about roundabouts

•

Tuesday, March 4 Noon to 1 p.m.
University of Montana
University Center Room 216

•

Wednesday, March 5 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Jeannette Rankin Peace Center
519 South Higgins Ave., rear entrance

•

Thursday, March 6 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Missoula Public Library
301 East Main St. small meeting room downstairs

Since 1957 Owens Health has been committed to
being a premier provider of innovative healthcare
solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional
pharmacy, home medical equipment and community
pharmacy. We are located in beautiful Redding
California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.

INFORMATION SESSION AND INTERVIEW
SIGN-UP FOR OWENS HEALTHCARE

Why procrastinate? Keep in the good graces of our loved ones
by ordering your graduation materials early. Avoid the stress and
panic of waiting until the last minute to get your order placed.
Jostens is ready to assist you today!

• Personalized Announcements •
• College Class Rings •
• Bachelor Attire •
• Advanced Degree Attire •

Jostens will be at The Bookstore
March 4th, 5th, & 6th
9 am - 3 pm
Questions? Please give us a call...

Bob & Julie Casagrande
PO Box 821
Missoula, MT 59806
TEL: (406) 251-8130
FAX: (406) 251-8132
email: casagrandeoffice@jostens.com

Date: March 13th
Place: SKAGGS Building
Time: 5:30 p.m.(Pizza
and drinks will be served)

We offer competitive benefits (medical/dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan,
paid bereavement and jury duty days, seven
paid holidays, life insurance and more. We
will also offer assistance in paying for the
California Pharmacy Board Preparation.

We are also scheduled to
meet students for individual
interviews on March 14th
(sign up in the Career Center).

To answer any questions, our
phone number is 530-229-1135
or visit our website at
www.owenshealthcare.com
Resumes may be e-mailed to:
www.hrowenshealthcare.com
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Health, altitude hurt Griz Bell grabs UM three-point record
track teams at NAU meet in disappointing loss to NAU
Men’s, women’s teams
fail to ‘step it up,’
take fifth place
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

Illness, injuries and high
elevation plagued the
University of Montana
indoor track team at the Big
Sky Championships last
weekend at Northern
Arizona University. Yet, the
men and women’s teams still
grabbed a fifth-place finish
in Flagstaff, Ariz.
“There were some missed
opportunities,” head coach
Tom Raunig said. “We could
have finished higher.”
Flagstaff ’s 7,000-foot elevation and NAU’s fast track
impacted the team, Raunig
said. The Grizzlies had not
competed on the track
before last weekend’s championship.
Raunig said the thin air
at that elevation made the
runners faster and caused
the Grizzlies trouble with
their steps.
Other Big Sky teams like
Eastern Washington
University, Sacramento
State University and
Portland State University
also had the elevation disadvantage.
Raunig said the only way
to adapt to the elevation
change is to sleep at that
elevation.
“With travel and the elevation change, it gets more difficult to step up,” Raunig said.
“We were not able to step it
up like we wanted to for the
championship weekend.”
Besides the elevation
change, the Grizzlies also
fought through injuries and
illness.
All-American Scott
McGowan was injured during the mile race when he
was cut off by another runner. He stumbled and
strained his back.
Raunig said McGowan
was badly hurt and will not
return for either the remainder of the indoor season or
the upcoming outdoor season.
Andrew Levin competed
in the high jump preliminaries but did not make the
finals because he was sick.
On the women’s team, distance runner Julie Ham suffered from allergies and a
cold.
“She should have been a
solid placer,” Raunig said.
“She was not 100 percent.”
Ham did place eighth in
the 5000-meter run with a
time of 19 minutes 12.06
seconds and 11th in the
3,000-meter run with a time
of 10:54.04.
Also sick on the women’s
team was Suzanne Krings.
However, Raunig said
Krings still competed
despite the sickness.
Krings grabbed a first-

place finish in the 55-meter
hurdles (8.04), a third-place
finish in the triple jump (3806) and an eighth-place finish in the high jump (5-03
1/4).
“It was a good meet for
Suzanne,” Raunig said. “She
had more potential if she
wasn’t sick.”
The Grizzly tracksters
were picked fifth in the preseason poll and were also in
fifth place going into the
championship.
“We didn’t really let
down,” Raunig said. “We just
didn’t step up.”
The men placed fifth with
54 team points. Jas Gill
placed first in the high jump
(7-01). Ted Cordeiro and BJ
McKay finished second and
third in the weight throw
with throws of 57-05 1/4 and
56-10 3/4, respectively.
Pete Hamilton placed second in shot put, with a
throw of 53-07.00. Tyler
McIntyre snagged a fifthplace finish in the triple
jump with a leap of 45.00.
In the distance medley, the
Montana men’s team placed
second with a time of
10:05.78.
The women totaled 51.83
points in their fifth-place finish. The women’s distance
medley placed third with a
time of 12:32.87. In the
triple jump, Anne Sheehy
tied with a Weber State
University Wildcat for fourth
place with a leap of 38-04.
Sheehy also grabbed a fifthplace finish in the high jump
(5-05 1/4). The 4x4 meter
relay placed third (3:54 3/4).
Although the Big Sky
indoor conference season is
over, tracksters are still trying to qualify for the NCAA
tournament.
Next weekend, Jas Gill
and Matt Clifford will travel
to the University of Idaho in
Moscow, Idaho for a last
chance meet. On the
women’s side, Raunig said
Krings has the most potential to be a NCAA qualifier,
but instead, she will train
during the next few weeks
for Nationals.

Griz playoff
standing unchanged
after 10-point loss
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

In David Bell’s last regular season game of his
career, he scorched
Northern Arizona from
behind the arc in familiar
fashion but received little
help from teammates in
Montana’s 69-59 loss in
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Bell scored a career-high
29 points and went 8-11
from three-point land.
Despite Bell’s performance,
the remaining Grizzlies
were only able to score one
more point than Bell himself, combining for 30
points. No other Grizzly
beside Bell scored in double-digits.
“He’s a terrific scorer,”
said Montana head coach
Pat Kennedy of Bell.
The loss does not affect
Montana’s playoff standings. The Grizzlies are still
the third seed in the tournament and will host a
quarterfinal game Saturday
against Sacramento State.
Steve Horne and Derrick
Mansell were both ill for
the game against NAU,
forcing Horne to play limited minutes and Mansell to
sit the entire game.
In the first half, the Griz
battled through the
absences of Horne and
Mansell by relying on Bell’s
shooting. Bell hit five firsthalf treys and scored 17 of

www.
kaimin.
org

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

SEARCH RETREAT!
Get involved with Christ the King’s Spring
Semester Search Retreat This weekend of fun
and fellowship is an amazing opportunity to
meet others and connect with yourself
Applications are due on March
rd The retreat will take place
March th  th at CTK 
Gerald Ave You can’t miss it!
Application deadline is March th
Call Christ the King
Church at
  to
register or for more info

Montana’s 31 points.
On Bell’s fifth threepointer he passed Jeremy
Lake for first place on
Montana’s all-time threepoint field-goals-made list
at 192. He also moved into
fifth in the Big Sky conference’s all-time list. These
accomplishments come in
only two years of play for
the Grizzlies.
The Grizzlies
played strong
defense and
limited
Northern
Arizona to only
27 first half
points on 34.8
percent shooting. Northern
Arizona led only
once in the first
half at 1-0 as Montana took
a 31-27 lead into halftime.
“We played an outstanding first half,” Kennedy
said.
The second half was
another the story.
Montana struggled from
the field, hitting nine of 29
shots, and shot uncharacteristically poorly from the
free-throw line. The
Grizzlies finished the game
hitting 10-21 free throws,
including only 6-15 in the
second half.
Montana held Northern
Arizona’s standout Ryan
McDade to one point in the
first half. In the second,
McDade found some holes
in Montana’s defense and
scored 12 points.
Aaron Bond led the
Lumberjacks with 16 points
and freshman Kelly Golob

finished with 15.
Northern Arizona shot 56
percent from the field in
the second half compared
with Montana’s 31 percent.
The Lumberjacks outscored
the Grizzlies 42-28 after
intermission.
“Second half we clearly
let it slip away from us,”
Kennedy said. “We just
never got on track.”
The
Lumberjacks finished the game
shooting 45.8
percent while
the Griz shot
32.2 percent.
Montana’s Kevin
Criswell, Corey
Easley and Steve
Horne combined
for 5-33 from the
field.
Bell finished his senior
season first in the Big Sky
in scoring during conference play at 19.4 points per
game.
With the win, Northern
Arizona clinches the fifth
seed in the tournament and
will face fourth-seeded
Idaho State on Saturday for
a quarterfinal contest.
Montana hosts a
Sacramento State team that
is playing in its first Big
Sky tournament in school
history after beating
Montana State 72-52 on
Saturday.
Kennedy said that once
the playoffs start, it’s as if
everybody is starting over
again.
“It’s a brand new season;
it’s a brand new ballgame,”
Kennedy said.

kaiminsports@hotmail.com
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Lady Griz chop down NAU Lumberjacks, 79-64
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

Northern Arizona University
5’10” senior guard Jen Snitker
faced-off with University of
Montana 6’3” sophomore center
Hollie Tyler for the tip-off
Saturday as the Lady Griz
defeated NAU 79-64.
Snitker’s losing of the tip
was symbolic of the troubles
faced by NAU’s post players
when pitted against UM’s Tyler
and Crystal Baird.
The smaller Lumberjacks,
who didn’t start a player taller
than six feet, started four
guards and one forward: junior
Alexis Rhodes.
“We should have dominated
them,” Baird said. “I mean,
God, they came up to our shoulders.”
But the Lumberjacks ended
up using speed to negate the
Lady Griz’s height advantage.
NAU outscored the Lady
Griz 39-33 in the first half on 55
percent shooting.
“At first, though, that girl
broke my ankles (on a drive to
the hoop),” Baird said. “It was
really embarrassing. I’m too tall
to be guarding players that
quick.”
This was the story in the
first half for the Lady Griz.
“The first half we were a little shaky on defense,” said senior Lady Griz guard LeAnn
Montes. “But in the second half
we were more pumped up, and
we were way more intense than
we were in the first half; and I
think that was a huge difference in the game.”
In the second half, however,
the Lady Griz clawed their way
back.
NAU opened the half with a
10-4 run to give the ’Jacks a
twelve point lead at 49-37, but
after a media time-out at the
15:21 mark, the Lady Griz took
control of the game.
Sophomore forward Juliann
Keller and junior point guard
Brooklynn Lorenzen hit back-toback three-pointers, starting a
15-0 run for the Lady Griz.
The run was capped by
Montes, who hit her first of
three treys in the game.
“We (Keller and Montes) talk
on the bench,” Montes said. “It’s
like, ‘OK, if you go in there, you
got to take at least two shots
tonight.’”
Montes and Keller didn’t hesitate at all in the second half as
they combined for 16 of the
team’s 46 points.

In fact, Montes stole the
show in the second half of her
final home game as a member
of the Lady Griz when she hit
the three-pointer that gave the
Lady Griz the lead for good.
On senior night, Montes was
serenaded in pre-game ceremonies by a traditional Native
American song and was given
traditional weavings to signify
her accomplishments with the
team.
“It was very emotional, and
I’m really speechless about it,”
Montes said. “The fans were
great, all my family members
were able to come watch me
play, and it was amazing. “
Other teammates of Montes’
echoed her sentiments and said
they felt the need to win to
honor their hard-working teammate.
“She’s been an inspiration to
all of us, coming off the reservation,” said freshman forward
Corrie Villegas. “For me, personally, I just wanted to go out
there and kick ass for her.”
Regardless of the running
emotions in the game, Selvig
just scratched his head following the game.
“That was a weird game,” he
said. “I felt helpless. They were
playing obviously great. We
couldn’t defend them. The problem was they were scoring
almost every time.”
Baird and Tyler again played
strong in the post as the smaller
NAU defenders were unable to
deny them the ball down low.
Baird scored a game-high 16
points and grabbed 10
rebounds, good enough for her
second double-double of the season.
Tyler scored 10 points with
nine rebounds and five blocks.
Lady Griz sophomore forward Lynsey Monaco returned
to the line-up after a one-game
absence and played 12 minutes.
She didn’t play more minutes
for fear that she would further
injure her bruised foot, Selvig
said.
The victory, coupled with
Weber State losing 62-59 to
Portland State and Montana
State falling 62-60 to
Sacramento State Saturday
night, moved the Lady Griz
within a half-game of first
place. Weber State sits in first
place at 10-3, while Montana
and Montana State are 9-3
heading into the final weekend
of the regular season.

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

Lady Griz guard Brooklynn Lorenzen gets a shot off while being covered by three Northern Arizona defenders. Trailing
NAU midway through the second half, Montana went on a 22-3 run shattering any hopes the Lumberjacks might of
had of leaving Missoula with a win.

Lynsey Monaco
(right) looks to Jody
McLeod and Juliann
Keller while the
Lady Griz take the
lead from the
Lumberjacks during
the second half of the
game Saturday
night. The Lady
Griz won 79-64.
Lisa Hornstein/
Montana Kaimin

UM tennis teams have winning weekend on the road
Kaimin Sports Staff
Montana Kaimin

Both UM tennis teams had a busy
weekend.
The women went 2-0, knocking off
Montana State University-Billings
and Montana State during matches
in Bozeman on Thursday.
Although both matches added to
UM’s 5-0 standing for February, the
win against rival Montana State was
the most rewarding, said UM assis-

tant coach Brian Hanford.
“Anytime you beat the Cats,
especially down there (in Bozeman),
it’s saying something,” Hanford
said. “Our girls played tremendous.”
At an Eastern Washington
Invitational, the UM men swept the
competition with wins over Eastern
Washington, Gonzaga and Portland
State.
While Hanford said he was
pleased with the men’s play, some

netters on the men’s side are still
recovering from injuries and are not
100 percent.
“It was a good start for February,
5-0 on the women’s side and 5-2 on
the men’s side,” Hanford said. “It’s
the time of the year where we usually struggle, and once we get outdoors
and play everyday we’ll see our level
improve daily.”
On March 1 the UM men traveled
to Colorado Springs, Colo., for the
Air Force Invitational.

They ended up losing 7-0 in a
dual with the Air Force Academy.
The Falcons’ Shannon Buck beat
UM’s Jan Steenekamp 6-4, 6-1 in the
men’s No. 1 singles match.
Eric Pittman, Tyler McClung,
Martin Black, Tyler West and Chris
Dong also scored victories for Air
Force in straight sets.
In doubles play, the tandems of
Pittman-McClung, Justin
Mancinelli-Buck and Black-Dong all
earned wins for the Falcons.
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Foundation
Continued from Page 1

by endowed funds.
Lori Morin, assistant to the
dean for student affairs at the
pharmacy school, said she has
not had a chance to compare
this year’s numbers to what
will be available for pharmacy
students next year.
“I don’t think our reduction
will be significant,” she said.
“The actual number of scholarships we will offer will probably not be down, but the
amount of some of the
endowed scholarships will be
less.”
However, Morin also said
the School of Pharmacy and
Allied Health Sciences
receives about $300,000 a year
in federally funded scholarships, which is not affected by
wavering financial markets.
The school must still apply for
those federal funds for next
year’s scholarships, she said.
Donald Potts, associate
dean of the forestry school,
said there will be some reductions in scholarships given out
by the School of Forestry.
“When the market is down,
like it is now, we aren’t getting
as much money from the
money that has been invested,” he said. “So we either

Elgas
Continued from Page 1

played often.
“She was very responsible,”
Collins said. “She would never
let somebody drive home drunk.
(Designated driving) was a usual
thing for her to do.”
Collins remembered Elgas as
a social butterfly who loved dancing, especially to hip-hop. She
said that Elgas had taken a hiphop dancing class this semester
and enjoyed every second of it.
She especially loved listening and
dancing to Eminem, Collins said.
Collins’ roommate Courtney
Aadland-Lewis, who was also
good friends with Elgas, said
dancing of all sorts had been a
part of her life for a long time.
“She’s taken numerous dance
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
LOST. Pair of keys w/silver keychain that says “Andy.”
If found, please call 327-7983

PERSONALS
FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing...Call 243-2122
Are you playing softball or soccer this spring?
www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramurals.htm
Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
Avoid drinking games...another way UM students
party safe.
Looking for people who know what you are going
through? You are not alone. Join a support group for
female survivors of sexual assault/rape at Student
Assault Recovery Services (SARS). Please call or stop
by SARS, East Entrance in the Curry Health Ctr, 2436559
DANGER CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Work on pottery wheel. Begin
week after spring break. 7 weeks, $39. 543-7970

have to reduce the number of
scholarships or the dollar
amount of each scholarship.
Unfortunately, many of our
scholarships are tied to some
sort of investment, so when
the market is down we have to
give out less scholarships.”
Potts said the School of
Forestry gives out about
$120,000 in scholarships
annually, although he said he
did not know exactly how
much less scholarship money
will be available for next year.
The Foundation’s investments consist of about 50 percent equity or stocks and 50
percent bonds, Delaney said.
As a result of the economic
downturn, Delaney said, he
and other Foundation officials
will begin reviewing the
investment mix of the
Foundation’s assets in an
attempt to further stabilize its
investment returns.
“The whole goal is to even
out the returns so you don’t
have wild fluctuations in the
amount of scholarships available,” he said.
The Foundation’s funds are
managed passively, or are tied
to national averages and
indexes, by a brokerage firm
outside of the Foundation.
The Foundation gave out
$2.4 million in scholarships
and awards in 2002.
classes, everything from ballet to
hip-hop,” she said.
Elgas worked at the Student
Recreation Center, Aadland-Lewis
said, and her cheery personality
had earned her a nickname.
“I can’t remember her not
smiling,” she said. “She had a
nickname there as Bubbles
because she was always smiling.”
Elgas was also someone who
took joy in helping others, her
friends said. She was a proctor
for a Psychology 100 section, a
position usually held for higherlevel students.
The day before she died,
Elgas had received a letter
requesting that she be a Peer
Adviser, Collins said. Elgas hung
it on her refrigerator, she said.
“She was so happy about it,
so excited,” Collins said. “She
just loves to help people.”

Education
Continued from Page 1

to the Republicans’ assertion
that the state’s budget crisis is
only temporary.
“The problems we’re having
with revenue right now are
short-term problems,” Mood
said.
He emphasized that
Republicans plan to replace
the money in the trust fund
when the economy improves,
which Republicans predict to
take place in about one-and-ahalf years.
Those in attendance at the
rally saw a gloomier picture,
one where the economy needs
a monetary boost while the
state provides tax breaks to
wealthy citizens and corporations at the expense of others.
UM international business
student Ryan Stavnes said the
slack in tax revenue has to be
made up elsewhere, and college students bear the brunt of
the debt.
“Low taxes at the state
level mean big taxes at the
local level,” he said.
“Currently, I find that the
tuition rates are a bit outrageous.”
Former Montana
Democratic senator Pat

Sign up NOW! Get your teams together for Softball,
Soccer, & Ultimate Intramurals. Men’s Women’s &
CoRec leagues ( Ultimate is CoRec only). Completed
rosters are due at the FRC front desk by March 5!
Manager’s meetings to follow (check with desk when
you turn in your rosters) $30 forfeit fee refundable to
Griz Debit only! Schedules will be available online at
www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramural.htm or at the
FRC front desk. Call 243-2804 for more info
WAR? NOT IN OUR NAME yard/door signs available,
the Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins. Fair Trade
All you can eat pancake breakfast sponsored by PTSA.
$3.00, Christ the King Church, 1400 Gerald, Saturday
March 8th, 8am-noon.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
BARTENDERS NEEDED!! No experience necessary! Earn
up to $300/day. 1-866-291-1884 x1090
MOVIE EXTRAS! MODELS NEEDED No experience necessary!! Earn up to $150-450/day! Call now for immediate exposure. 1-800-814-0277 x1090
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215

and not an accommodating tax
system.
“You need to have a highly
educated work force,” Haber
said. “Ask a businessman.”
Mood said businesses need
many incentives to grow in
Montana, and financial incentives play a large part in
bringing them here.
Education “is one of the elements that goes into improving the economy, but it’s not
the only one,” he said.
The chairman of UM’s history department, Harry Fritz,
who emceed the event, said
education has been one of the
most important factors in the
rise of America, and a decline
in support for education will
have negative effects for society as a whole.
Without education, “we’ll
simply hand power and influence over to the few, the big
corporations, the few that are
wealthy enough to afford it on
their own,” he said.
Mood said education is
important, but we can’t focus
on it alone.
“It isn’t that we’re not
being generous enough,” he
said. “Until we improve the
overall economy, we will not
be able to improve education
funding.”

ASTHMA

QUESTIONNAIRE
If you answer YES... to the following questions you
may qualify to participate in an asthma research study.

Y N
Are you 12 years of age or older?
Have you had asthma for at least 6 months?
Do you use asthma medications at least 2 times a week?
Individuals who qualify will receive at no cost:
• study related testing
• study medication
Qualified individuals will also be compensated up to $500.00
for their time and travel.

For more information please call (406) 549-1124
Wayne Sinclair, MD
Board Certified Asthma Specialist
Montana Medical Research, LLC
2230 27th Avenue, Missoula, MT

k iosk
Looking for people who know what you are going
through? You are not alone. Join a support group for
female survivors of sexual assault/rape at Student
Assault Recovery Services (SARS). Please call or stop
by SARS, East Entrance in the Curry Health Ctr, 2436559

Williams, whose thundering
condemnation of Republican
policies drew perhaps the
wildest applause, agreed with
Stavnes.
The Legislature “is on a
platform plank to balance the
budget on the backs of the students of the University of
Montana,” he said.
Stavnes and others at the
rally suggested the state raise
taxes on alcohol and tobacco.
But Mood said he opposes
these taxes because they
would unduly penalize another
segment of society —
Montana’s poor, who make up
the greatest percentage of substance abusers.
“Should we be balancing the
budget on the backs of people
who are addicted and
unhealthy, or should we not?”
asked Mood.
“There are some other ways
of enhancing revenue beside
raising taxes.”
Haber said the lack of funding for education is directly
related to the poor health of
the economy. Young people in
Montana can’t afford an education, he said, and businesses
don’t want to invest in the
state.
“What businesses care
about is the availability of an
educated work force,” he said,

Disc Jockey mobile music co. Looking for energetic,
personable, and fun DJs. Must be available weekends
and summer. Reliable transportation a must. We will
train. 542-5678
Hiring two summer workers for guest ranch help in
the Florence, MT area. Most duties include working
with tractors, commercial lawn mowers/weed eaters,
changing pipes, chain saws, and some animal care.
$10/hr. Please send resume to P.O. Box 396 Florence,
MT 59833
Want an International and Leadership Experience and
Fun Place to live? UM International House manager
positions open for next school year. Inquire in Foreign
Student and Scholar Services, Lommasson 219, 2432226. U.S. and Foreign Students Eligible. Applications
due March 12.
HABILITATION TECHNICIAN I - 36-hr position providing
services to adults with disabilities in a residential setting. Experience working with individuals with disabilities and supervisory experience preferred. Mon &
Tues 4pm-7pm, Fri 3-9pm, Sat & Sun 8am-8pm.
$8.19/hr. Closes 3/10/03, 5pm. Exc. benefits including: generous amount of paid time off, retirement,
medical & dental insurance, etc., plus the privilege of
working with professional and caring fellow staff.
Applications available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES,
INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT 59801. Extensive
background checks will be completed. NO RESUMES.
EOE.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

COMPUTERS

The Health Careers Opportunity Program (HCOP),
Summer Enrichment Program will hire three resident
assistants to work from June 15-July 26, 2003.
Applicants must have at least a 2.5 GPA. For more
information or to obtain an application, please visit
our website at www.umt.edu/hcop or stop by the
Diversity Programs Office located in Skaggs 341.

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS - Earn great money in Alaska’s
fishing industry. No experience necessary.
http://www.AlaskaJobFinder.com

ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

SERVICES
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837

FOR SALE
New phone card, PINless from your regular phone, NO
CONNECT FEE and only 4.9 cents/min. —SmartCents,
only at The Shipping Depot, 1001 E. Broadway by
Albertson’s Eastgate. ONE FREE SAMPLE CARD PER
DAY, JUST ASK! (20 min. card, limit one per customer).

FOR RENT
$22-$55/night

251-6611

The Cedar Villas, 1520 N. Russell, 4 apts avail now!
2Bd/2Ba, H/W/G pd, $650/mo + dep. Stacked washer/dryer incl. 721-5188

CLUBS AND STUDENT
GROUPS
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

TRAINING
Wildland Fire Training 543-0013

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

